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Abstract Background Healthcare systems function as an important component and
a contributing factor in global health. The application of information technology (IT)
in healthcare systems function as a basis for the utilization of data science, which—
in its practical application—not only provides opportunities to increase the quality
of care, improve efficiency, and decrease costs but also buries the risk of hindering
existing workflows, decreasing staff satisfaction, and further siloing access to patient
data. Methods Three different applications of health information technology (HIT),
applied in the context of data science, will be examined in this chapter with regard
to their opportunities and challenges for the system and, as a result of this, for global
health. Results Electronic health records, health information exchange, and artificial
intelligence have great potential to alleviate some of healthcare systems’ greatest
burdens andmakemodernmedicinemore evidence-based, yet their successful imple-
mentation yields amultidisciplinary approach, constant development and evaluation,
and collaboration amongst all stakeholders. Conclusions Stakeholders and imple-
menters must consider the opportunities and challenges that come with the planning,
implementation, and maintenance of HIT in order to minimize negative impacts and
leverage its full potential for an overall improvement of global health.

Keywords Health information technology · Electronic health records · Health
information exchange · Artificial intelligence (AI)
Learning Objectives
In this chapter, we discuss the role of health information technology (HIT) in increas-
ingly complex, challenging, and constantly evolving healthcare systems with regard
to its role in data science (for more details on themethods of data science, please refer
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to subsequent chapters of this book). We focus on how modern technologies, such
as electronic health records, health information exchange, and artificial intelligence,
find application in healthcare systems and how this, in turn, provides opportunities to
leverage data for improvement of care quality and efficiency. We also approach the
difficulties and unintended consequences that arise from the adoption and integration
of such technologies into existing healthcare systems and their workflows. Besides
considering technical barriers, we also examine the human layer as an important
component of driving change within this domain. Finally, we will draw conclusions
on where HIT is adding value for purposes of data science and provide recommen-
dations where barriers yet need to be overcome in maximizing their potential to
enhance healthcare as a highly complex component of global health.

1.1 Background

Although not explicitly mentioned in definitions of global health, healthcare systems
can be viewed as an instrument or executive tool that governments and organizations
deploy in striving for global health. With one of its core aspects comprising “both
[the] prevention in populations and clinical care of individuals” (Koplan et al. 2009),
global health is verymuch is reliant on healthcare systems as a subordinate framework
to achieve its set goals.

Nevertheless, healthcare in itself is a highly complex and information-intensive
field. The increasing integration of technology has allowed healthcare decision-
makers to collect, process, and analyze this data for a more effective care delivery
while enhancing the safety of patients and consumers (Singh and Sittig 2016).
Considering the newly gained abundance of all health data—collected through health
information technology (HIT)—coupled with the drastic developments in the field of
data science (for more details on the methods of data science, please refer to subse-
quent chapters of this book) over the last decade, allows us to reimagine the practice
of healthcare with evermore applications to address the industry’s dynamic chal-
lenges of improving care quality, decreasing costs, guaranteeing equitable access,
and fostering public health surveillance; all key components of achieving Universal
Health Coverage (World Health Organization 2013).

In efforts to improve healthcare through digitization, varying approaches within
and between countries have been taken, including the introduction of electronic
health records (EHRs), telehealth and telemedicine, electronic learning and deci-
sion support systems, mobile health (mHealth) applications, real-time surveillance
systems, artificial intelligence, etc. (Figure 1.1) (World Health Organization 2016).
eHealth, often used interchangeably with HIT, is defined as the “the cost-effective
and secure use of information and communications technologies (ICT) in support
of health and health-related fields, including health-care services, health surveil-
lance, health literature, and health education, knowledge and research” (WorldHealth
Assembly 2005, p. 121). It facilitates countries’ health agenda by improving oper-
ational processes of service delivery, building workforce capacity, and engaging all
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CDS: Clinical Decision Support 
CPOE: Computerized Physician Order Entry 

Fig. 1.1 Elements of healthcare information technology

stakeholders in the care process—from the healthcare leaders and managers over
healthcare professionals to patients and communities (Al-Shorbaji 2018).

However, uptake of these technologies has been uneven within and across coun-
tries due to differing levels ofmaturity in ICT infrastructure, lack of skilled healthcare
personnel, andmore. These are often among the fundamental hurdles in updating and
maintaining up-to-date HIT, especially in low andmiddle-income countries (LMICs)
(Clifford 2016). In several countries, however, various pilot implementations have
been initiated but few have gone to scale (Sundin et al. 2016). This was due to several
factors with socio-cultural challenges at the core despite great financial, clinical, and
logistical enablement from supporting organizations and responsible governments
(Clifford 2016). Additionally, countries, particularly LMICs, continue to be chal-
lenged by the rapid development of HIT interventions, such as constantly evolving
EHR infrastructures. Successful adoption and implementation of HIT solutions are
also constrained by other challenges such as poor ICT infrastructure and access,
misalignment between HIT investments and the national health agenda, and poorly
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defined enterprise architectures and standards (Baller et al. 2016). All of these factors
limit the accountability, scalability, sustainability, and resilience of health systems.
Of course, the role of data science as a layer of added value, enabled through HIT,
is limited in settings where HIT integration is low. On the other hand, the impact
of data science in LMICs is likely to be more far-reaching with the integration of
simple HIT applications, acting as low-hanging fruits to improve care (Costa et al.
2012). Yet it is imperative to remain realistic and consider the structural, social, and
financial obstacles we are faced with.

In the following section of this chapter, we will closely examine three frequently
applied examples of HIT and how these play a role in data science. The technolo-
gies we will focus on are EHRs, health information exchange (HIE), and artificial
intelligence (AI).

Building the basis for the application of data science techniques by enabling the
availability of vasts amount of data, EHRs display a means for the collection and
storage of data. Leading on from here, HIE allows for the exchange of this data, and
AI algorithmswill subsequently grant the analysis and provision of predictivemodels
to be applied in clinical practice and administration. Hence, these three technologies
portray different aspects of the journey a patient’s clinical data takes—from storage,
over exchange, to analysis. Additionally, they symbolize examples of relevant HIT
advancements over the years in a chronological manner.

1.2 Examples of HIT and Their Application in Data Science

1.2.1 Applied Example No. 1: Electronic Health Records
(EHRs)

One of the key prerequisites for improving the delivery of care services through
data science is the efficient collection, storage, analysis, and exchange of health
information across different service levels in a secure yet practical fashion. Data
science tools, such as machine learning and deep learning, rely heavily on massive
collections of labelled structured and unstructured data, in order to train models and
subsequently improve them to guide decision. Hence, a data acquisition pipeline
is paramount. For this purpose, EHRs have become indispensable tools to carry
patient health information and facilitate its use between different levels of care.
This is reflected by the increasing number of national HIT strategies around the
globe, starring the implementation and development of EHR systems (World Health
Organization 2016).

High income countries have seen the largest investments in EHR systems. In
the United States, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health Act (HITECH Act of 2009) spurred on the rapid digitization of the health-
care delivery system, eventually culminating in the Medicare and Medicaid EHR
Incentive Programs (Washington et al. 2017). Here, EHRs have provided accurate
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and up-to-date information at the point of care, enabled quicker access to patient
records for more coordinated care among healthcare providers, and reduced health-
care costs by decreasing the amount of paperwork and duplicate diagnostic exams
while streamlining coding and billing services as a result of complete and accurate
documentation of all transactions.

However, the adoption and implementation of EHRs have been a great source of
both satisfaction and consternation, particularly in the last ten years. In recent years,
physicians’ satisfaction with EHRs have become universally low (Shanafelt et al.
2016), probably due to an increasing workload and the incentives received as a result
of complete documentation. Unintentionally, this has gradually become a burden for
providers around theworld by negatively affecting their relationshipwith patients and
clinical workflows (Goldberg 2018). In 2016, a study by Shanafelt, et al., revealed
that physicians who used EHRs and computerized physician order entry (CPOE)
systems, e.g., electronic prescribing, demonstrated a lower level of work satisfaction
due to the amount of time spent on clerical tasks and had an increased risk of burnout
(Shanafelt et al. 2016). Moreover, physicians have progressively become concerned
that medical malpractice liability may increase with the implementation of CPOE
systems due to the increased documentation of computer-related errors (Mangalmurti
et al. 2010). In LMICs, this set of problems could prove evenmore troublesome as the
working conditions for health professionals are likely to be even more challenging.
Adding an EHR system without taking into consideration all its implications could
have disastrous consequences for all aspects of care provision and staff satisfaction.

Further examples of this ambivalence are tools that count as subordinate functions
of EHRs, including CPOE systems and Clinical Decision Support (CDS) systems.
As mentioned above, electronic prescribing is one prominent example of a CPOE
system. As opposed to handwritten prescriptions, the electronic prescribing alterna-
tive promises greater prevention of medication errors. Reasons for this are increased
completeness, standardization, and legibility of pharmaceutical prescriptions, as well
as their frequent integration with CDS tools (Puaar and Franklin 2017). CDS systems
are digital applications to “provide alerts, reminders, prescribing recommendations,
therapeutic guidelines, image interpretation, and diagnostic assistance” (Khairat et al.
2018) and are often deployed to complement CPOE systems. This integration leads
to an enhancement of patient safety with lower prescriptions errors and improved
interprofessional communication between healthcare providers (Mills et al. 2017).

However, despite the proven potential of CDS for electronic drug alerts by
reducing the number of adverse drug events and lowering healthcare costs (Ash
et al. 2007); (Weingart et al. 2009), it is one of the leading causes of alert fatigue in
healthcare providers. Alert fatigue describes a phenomenon where the user, i.e. the
clinician, actively ignores or dismisses pop-upwindows, warning the user of possible
errors or dangers with clinical information that they entered. Alerts for drug-drug
interactions, pre-existing drug allergies, weight-adjusted dosing etc., often appear
very frequently, hence ‘fatiguing’ the user’s attention to them (Backman et al. 2017).
It has been shown to debilitate the power of alerts, especially if deemed obvious or
irrelevant, leading clinicians to dismiss future pop-ups without reading potentially
important alert messages (Ash et al. 2007). Consequences of alert fatigue could lead
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to the user’s impression of being supervised and treated as distrusted in their own
decision-making with resentment due to the continuous interruption in their work.
In order to prevent this, it is therefore imperative to ensure user-friendliness, along
with the relevance and appropriateness of alerts in the given clinical context when
designing CDS systems (Ash et al. 2007).

Considering these benefits and drawbacks of EHRs, along with CPOE and CDS,
that are inherent to their integration, they certainly all allow for the further collection
of data by the digitization and integration of workflows, such as the prescription of
medication. Before the integration of HIT, these processes either used to be analogue
or non-existent, whereas now they can be streamlined and interoperable with one
another. This may ease the documentation burden of handwritten notes and enable
the collection of even more clinical data, which can much more readily find appli-
cation for research or in public health. However, as with all technological novelties
in healthcare, if not integrated well, all systems can become cumbersome and in
several ways harmful to deliver good care. Healthcare professionals may circumvent
the correct use of these electronic systems, which may negatively impact overall
efficiency, effectiveness of care, and patient safety (Blijleven et al. 2017).

The full impact of EHRs on data science in global health is challenged by smaller
and larger scale problems, ranging from human issues to technical difficulties. It
begins with the above mentioned issues, e.g., low EHR usability and staff resistance,
and ends with the major, systems-based problems of healthcare, such as the increase
in healthcare cost, the rate ofmedical errors, or exhaustion and shortage ofworkforce,
all of which limit the integration and adequate maintenance of EHR systems.

1.2.2 Applied Example No. 2: Health Information Exchange
(HIE)

Health information exchange (HIE) is the mobilization and transfer of electronic
health information within and across organizations in a community, region, or
country, ideally through interoperable health information systems (Finn 2011). It
allows healthcare providers and patients to securely access medical information elec-
tronically in order to appropriately and confidentially share patient’s health informa-
tion independent of where they are receiving care (HealthIT.gov 2017). The United
States, Canada, Australia, and theUK are some of the countries who have, to a certain
extent, successfully implemented regional or state-wide HIEs.

An effective implementation ofHIE is critical to provide high-quality, tailored care
to patients while reducing costs and increasing access (Sadoughi et al. 2018). To do
this, HIE implementation must be aligned with inner-organizational as well as inter-
organizational needs and priorities, with mutual cooperation and collaboration being
crucial in fostering HIE. In 2016, Eden, et al., showed that facilitators and barriers
to successful HIE implementation could be categorized as to the completeness of
information, organization and workflow, and technology and user needs (Eden et al.
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2016). In particular, the lack of consistent terminology and classification of HIE was
found to be a considerable barrier to understanding how an HIE ideally functions, as
well as constant changes in sociotechnical systems (Eden et al. 2016). These findings
are consistent with the 2016 study of Akhlaq, et al., done for LMICs, wherein they
found that successful HIE implementations largely depend on effective policies,
strong leadership, and governance in order to create an evidence-based decision-
making culture within organizations (Akhlaq et al. 2016).

Revisiting the concept of EHRs and thinking a step ahead, being able to not
only access local clinical data but to exchange data across departments, organiza-
tions, regions, or even nations through HIEs, a whole new extent of data availability
becomes apparent. Due to these vast amounts of data being necessary in order to
leverage its full potential, it symbolizes a key requirement for data science adding
real-world value and effectively integrate AI on a broader scale. Still being far from
achieving a smooth and widespread HIE across regions and countries, for the most
part, we can only speculate on the impact the analysis of all this data can have once
this will be achieved. As a result of these HIE networks, we need to find the value of
all the accumulated data, not only by making medical practice more evidence-based
but also in the field of, e.g., population-based informatics, or genetic and genomic
information. Generally, once data is available, analysing it and drawing conclusions
from it for clinical practice is relatively easy as compared to the far greater hurdle of
translating these findings from ‘bench to bedside’.

Taking another step ahead, blockchain technology (formore details, please refer to
subsequent chapters of this book) has been proposed as a tool to provide the necessary
features for long sought after advancements in the industry, especially with regard to
increased interoperability, high data security, and seamless HIE (Gordon andCatalini
2018). Similarly, a good amount of temperance may also be needed. Blockchain has
been envisioned to change the status quo in clinical research, public health, patient
identification systems, and self-generated health data (Gordon et al. 2017). It has also
been explored in terms of improving global health (Metcalf 2019, p. 415). However,
one has to keep in mind that health systems are multifaceted, highly fragmented,
and very resistant to change. Thus, expectations should be kept realistic in the face
of persistent doubts on its sectoral need, appropriate use, and whether it can truly
change existing health systems—particularly on data handling, because of the lack
of scalable real-world implementations (Gordon et al. 2017).

Besides the necessary technological prerequisites, key to the successful imple-
mentation of an HIE are governance, consistency in technical nomenclature, and
effective change management. These three factors are determined to have signifi-
cant effects on the level of adoption and success that organizations experience when
implementing an HIE. As they are extremely difficult to achieve due to the need for
many disparate parties to align, conferences can foster the conversations that enable
broader and effective change management, bringing all different stakeholders to the
table. It outlines the need for collaboration as health data, if collected in an orderly
and accessible fashion, is still mostly siloed unless governance and other initiatives
drive parties towards unification and liberation of data.
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1.2.3 Applied Example No. 3: Artificial Intelligence

Given that EHRs and HIE have done their work to provide data in an accessible and
orderly fashion so that it can be further utilized, artificial intelligence (AI) can be
applied in helping to improve everyday clinical questions, predict disease outbreaks
in LMICs, monitor drug adherence, etc. The application of these new technologies
have spurred excitement andbrought renewedhope infinding solutions to the intricate
and sophisticated problems inherent to global health.

With AI applied to healthcare and global health, we associate the use of computer
algorithms and statistical models to enhance the human understanding of compli-
cated medical information and coherences by analyzing medical data. Specifically,
AI usually refers to tasks performed by computers that would otherwise require
intelligence if executed by humans (The Alan Turing Institute 2018).

Thefield ofAI has evolvedover the last 60 years. First described in 1971 inmedical
publications (Coiera 1996), it is only now that many AI applications have been
deployed in healthcare settings and there are signs indicating that AI adoption has
been growing exponentially. Areas that would benefit from added value through data-
driven solutions can be classified as having either a ‘patient focus’ and/or ‘healthcare
provider/payers focus’ (Garbuio and Lin 2019). Within clinical medicine, as part of
the latter focus, there is amyriad of specialties that would benefit from the integration
of AI engines, with possible tasks ranging from natural language processing over
clinical decision support to predictive analytics (Dankwa-Mullan et al. 2018); (Yu
andKohane 2018) (formore details, please refer to subsequent chapters of this book).
Despite the fact that a range of those AI applications have already proven to perform
on parwith experienced clinical specialists (Esteva et al. 2017),many experts seeAI’s
future role in complementing human knowledge and decisions, by rapidly exploiting
vasts amount of data, instead of replacing doctors (Dankwa-Mullan et al. 2018).
Hence, most AI applications in healthcare are aimed at working in synergy with staff
instead of striving for a substitution of workforce.

One major application of AI-assisted medicine is the ability to make reliable
and accurate predictions on clinical outcomes, hence assisting clinicians in critical
everyday decisions, for example by finding the optimal treatment strategy for patients
with sepsis (Komorowski et al. 2018) or utilizing warning algorithms and severity of
illness scores in intensive care (AIMed 2018). Other examples include radiological
or pathological image processing through deep neural networks (Esteva et al. 2017).
Hence, machine learning and deep learning, methods of AI, will not only alleviate
a great portion of physicians’ workload but will also provide more accurate clinical
prognoses and enhance diagnostic accuracy (Obermeyer and Emanuel 2016). This
triad of features ultimately contributes to ML enhancing patients’ outcomes with the
adoption of AI in healthcare.

An industry example of an AI application currently in use for global health is
IDx, a US-based startup. The company has succeeded in building the first and only
FDA authorized AI system for the autonomous detection of retinopathy in adults
with diabetes, namely IDx-DR (FDA, 2018). The shift towards AI oriented efforts
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is also being demonstrated by academia, e.g., with the foundation of the Stanford
Institute for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence in early 2019. Other academic
examples include free online courses, like MIT’s course “Global Health Informatics
to Improve Quality of Care” on edX (Celi 2019) or Stanford’s AndrewNg’s course in
Machine Learning on Coursera, enabling anyone to gain an understanding of health
informatics and how to leverage Big Data (Ng 2011).

However, despite all the excitement and the predicted opportunities for bettering
healthcare usingAI, bringingMLalgorithms froma laboratory to the bedside remains
amajor challenge.Regulatory and ethical issues, such as confirmatory bias or reduced
patient safety, have been discussed involving the routine use of AI, with uncertainty
regarding the point of sufficient performance of a program and accountability in
the event of a medical error (Dankwa-Mullan et al., 2018). The absence of such
controlling mechanisms to date raises questions as to whether the use of AI, though
it may solve problems and enhance care delivery, may again create new unintended
problems, such as reducing efficiency (Yu and Kohane 2018) or questionable clinical
success rates of new algorithms, leading to concerns for patient safety.

1.3 Discussion

With all of the challenges faced by current global healthcare systems, including an
ever-increasing financial burden and an aging population, the use of HIT systems
and data science have the potential to improve the effectiveness of treatments while
reducing costs and increasing the quality of care, as suggested by many studies
(Silow-Carroll et al. 2012); (Murphy 2014); (Sadoughi et al. 2018). Moreover, they
may not only enable a more holistic patient care by facilitating collaboration among
different service providers but have the potential to improve patients’ and providers’
experience and satisfaction. Aside from alleviating patients’ own burden in receiving
appropriate care, the clinicians’ experience may also likely be enhanced when care
becomes again more efficacious and patient-focused, e.g., when medical records
are easily accessible, prescriptions errors would be flagged before having negative
effects, or algorithms could give specific treatment recommendations in the manage-
ment of complex clinical conditions. In an ideal situation, appropriately applied HIT
can reduce clinicians’ workload and reverse the increased documentation burden
to make physicians’ work more patient-centered again with more time allowed for
face-to-face interaction, increasing both patient and staff satisfaction. This is more
the case in LMICs where these modalities could offer the opportunity to leapfrog in
achieving Universal Health Coverage.

Despite all the benefits and advantages that these technologies deliver, one must
also consider potential problems that halt, or arise from, their integration: Healthcare
systems are extremely rigid to change, many stakeholders have very disparate or
misaligned incentives, there is resilience towards change and reluctance by users,
there is a global increase in the demand of care leading to rising costs, all of which
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is paired with persisting difficulties of data fragmentation and lacking HIT interop-
erability. These factors display significant barriers that must be overcome in order
to drive change in the right direction. As the challenges are multifactorial, multi-
faceted teams are required to tackle them. This requires a culture change to overhaul
long-established operational processes and workflows, which are highly complex
and involve a host of actors, in order to work towards optimal digitalization. Newly
arising problems, such as interoperability issues between varied health information
systems established in isolation, continue to be a substantial challenge for a smooth
information exchange. On top of this, the integration of new technologies to solve
old problems paves the way for new problems to arise. These revolve not only around
financial implications (e.g., maintenance costs) but also around regulatory and ethical
issues.Aswith IDx-DR, theU.S.Department ofHealth andHumanServices for Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved their algorithm as medical device and
granted its unsupervised use (Van Der Heijden et al. 2018). However, AI algorithms
function differently to what was traditionally defined asmedical device, because they
must constantly evolve to maintain their accuracy. This high amount of uncertainty
demands great attention for a regulatory and ethical debate going forward. In the
global context, this might give rise to an increase in health disparity between the
have and the have-not.

The complexity of challenges that health systems are facedwith increases. Despite
data science bringing hope to solve many long-established problems in the face
of aforementioned difficulties in the smooth collection, exchange, and subsequent
analysis of data, bringing change frombench to bedside cannot be done by technology
alone and involves mainly human factors. The rise of algorithms to enhance medical
diagnosis and decision-making are only of value when they are being implemented
in day-to-day practice and accessible to the entire global community. In this regard,
the efforts of organizations, such as Sana (MIT), are of paramount importance in
promoting data science in global health (Angelidis et al. 2016).

1.4 Conclusion

In order to universally improve healthcare, countries need to balance cost, quality,
and access, and HIT has proven to have the potential in addressing these needs.
Using it and applying principles of data science allows information to be stored,
processed, exchanged, and analyzed in order to maximize its value and use. If used
effectively, it can lead to a more efficient and safe delivery of care, improved access
to information and services for an evidence-based decision-making, and enhance
both clinicians’ and patients’ satisfaction. However, the necessary HIT requires a
conducive ICT-enabled environment in order to facilitate the greatest possible degree
of interoperability and cross-disciplinary collaboration.

All technological advancements and their possibilities are of limited use, however,
when they cannot be implemented and utilized effectively due to amisalignment with
the human layer. For example, when designing HIT applications, the user experience
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must be equally important as its anticipated improvement in clinical effectiveness and
efficiency. Likewise must stakeholders communicate through agreed terminology
and work towards a common goal. This can only be achieved by an evenly close
collaboration of software developers with future users, governments with healthcare
managers, and data scientists with clinicians. Especially in the context of LMICs,
joint forces between professions and regions are likely to have better outcomes than
many individual efforts to innovate healthcare. Here, governmental drive can be an
important initiating force in fostering the necessary interprofessional partnerships,
which should ideally go beyond organizational or regional interests.

The utilization of data science has the potential to tackle some of the greatest
challenges in modern healthcare that exist on various different levels, eventually
contributing to making advancements in global health. Although, in order for HIT
applications to function as they have been designed currently and will be designed
in the future, all stakeholders need to collaborate in tackling technical, behavioural,
financial, ethical, and regulatory challenges to enable the best possible use of these
technologies for leveraging data science in global health.
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